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AIMS AND SCOPE
HERJ HUNGARIAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH JOURNAL is an academic journal focusing on contemporary ideas
and themes in educational research. Its mission is to provide a forum for emerging researchers as well as
established scholars to exchange their research results, views and opinions on education, educational policy and
research. Working for this mission, HERJ advocates a world-wide comparative approach.
HERJ publishes thematic issues and book reviews four times a year (March, June, October, December). It
welcomes proposals for new thematic issues as well as high quality theoretical and empirical studies.

EDITORIAL BOARD INFORMATION
HERJ was founded in 2011 by the Hungarian Educational Research Association (Magyar Nevelés- és
Oktatáskutatók Egyesülete). Before 2019 it had been published by Debrecen University Press (DUPress). Its
current publisher is Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, Hungary.
EDITORIAL BOARD
HERJ is handled by an independent Editorial Board of autonomous scholars. Free from any external influence,
they decide about the journal’s policies in general, and – based on the outcome of a peer review – about the
acceptance of papers in each concrete case. The names and affiliations of the Editorial Board members can be
found on the journal’s web page.
CONTACT
In case of any query, please, feel free to contact: herj@ppk.elte.hu.
ADDRESS OF THE EDITORIAL OFFICE
Dr. Anikó Fehérvári
Institute of Education
ELTE Eötvös Loránd University
1075 Budapest Kazinczy u. 23-27. HUNGARY

PUBLICATION SCHEDULE
One volume of four issues is published every year.

DIGITAL ARCHIVE
The entire journal content is archived in the Portico preservation archive.

SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Submission of a paper to HERJ will be taken to imply that it represents original work not previously published, it
is not being considered elsewhere for publication, and if accepted for publication it will not be published
elsewhere in the same form, in any language, without the consent of editor and publisher. Every submission is
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scanned against plagiarism using the iThenticate tool. Acceptance depends on the opinion of one or more
referees and the decision of the Editorial Board. Papers accepted for publication are subject to editorial revision.
SUBMISSION
Manuscripts to be published in HERJ should be submitted through OJS (Open Journal System), an online
manuscript submission and review system, which can be found at the following url:
https://submit.akademiai.com/herj/index.php/herj.
PEER REVIEW CHARGE
No peer review charge applies.

REVIEW PROCESS
REVIEW OF THE MANUSCRIPTS
HERJ uses a single blind peer review process on manuscripts to ensure both rigor and expediency. In this type of
review process, the reviewers’ identities are not revealed (while reviewers are aware of the authors’ identities).
Unpublished results are treated strictly confidently.
INITIAL REVIEW
The editor-in-charge at HERJ makes a decision about whether the manuscript fits within the scope and guidelines
of HERJ, constitutes original research, and warrants a full, peer review. If the decision is negative, the editor-incharge will reject the submission and will contact the author by email of this decision. This usually takes at most
two working days.
FULL REVIEW
If the editor-in-charge’s initial review decision is positive, a single blind review will be conducted. The editor-incharge will acquire at least two reviews. Authors may suggest reviewers (with contact information) during the
submission process. Reviewers normally have 14 days to complete their review. Based on the reviews, the editorin-charge decides if a minor revision (minor revisions required) or a major revision (resubmit for review) is
requested from the author. In the latter case the full review cycle will be repeated.
Furthermore, if the manuscript does not fully adhere to the formatting requirements detailed in the HERJ Article
Template available at the journals site on the publisher’s platform, the author will be requested to amend the
formatting of her/his manuscript.
ACCEPTANCE
Once the editor-in-charge is satisfied with the changes requested, the manuscript will be accepted. Only very
rarely will a manuscript be accepted without any revision.
REVISE AND RESUBMIT
If changes are required before being accepted to HERJ, the author is expected to revise and resubmit the
manuscript in order to be considered for acceptance. Authors are requested to prepare and upload a point-by
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point response in the submission system and highlight (with tracked changes/ coloured/ underlines/ highlighted
text) all changes made when revising the manuscript. The manuscript will be sent back to the original reviewer(s)
as part of a second round of reviews. The author will receive the reviewer’s comments.
REJECT
The manuscript may be rejected after the first or a later round of full review. While naturally a
disappointment, HERJ hopes that the authors will appreciate the importance of a rigorous review process to
ensure both scholarly rigor and practitioner relevance.

COPYRIGHT AND LICENCE POLICY
OPEN ACCESS
HERJ is a Gold Open Access journal with no author fee. Readers can read, download, copy, distribute, print,
search or link to the full texts of articles, or use them for any other non-commercial lawful purpose. All articles
are distributed under Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International Licenses.
The Open Access Licence Agreement form can be downloaded from here (and a slightly modified variant here;
for those authors who are eligible for Open Access publication through the EISZ consortial agreement, see
below).
COPYRIGHT AND LICENCE POLICY
By default, the articles are published under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International
Licenses Copyright Terms. With that, the authors grant to Akadémiai Kiadó Zrt. (hereafter the Publisher) an
irrevocable nonexclusive license to publish the article in electronic and print format, and further sublicense the
article in its original language throughout the world. The Publisher has the exclusive right to publish the article
first.
The Author shall declare and warrant that
−
−
−

−

−

he/she is the exclusive author of the article along with the above indicated co-authors and he/she has
the approval of all the other co-authors to publish the article in its current form,
the article is their own intellectual product,
the article is original, has not been formally published in any other peer-reviewed journal, is not under
consideration by any other journal and does not infringe any existing copyright or any other third-party
rights,
there is no plagiarism in the article, the content is punctual and true to the best of the Author’s
knowledge, it does not include any libel, or parts that are obscene or violate the copyrights, private life
or any other rights of a third party, or that are illegal and shall warrant that the manuscript is not partly
or entirely under review or being published at any other journals either in English or in any other
languages,
the Author shall accept that he/she shall provide the exact location of the first publication of the article
when making the article available to any third party and shall enclose the link to the location of the first
publication in the following format: (https://doi.org/ [The DOI-number of the article without brackets]).
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The Publisher shall be entitled to the following – not exclusive - rights of use after the first publication:
−
−

−
−

−
−
−
−

To make the article available to the public for download on their own official publisher webpage without
any time restriction.
To utilize the article for commercial purposes individually or for the entire journal without any
geographic or time limitation (for subscribers, one-off downloaders, one-off buyers of the article
archive, etc.).
To convert the article into the optional electronic format, to copy the article on a PC or electronic data
medium.
To publish the article in the electronic and printed journals indicated on the official publisher homepage,
also including those journals that are partially or entirely available to a third party against a subscription
fee.
To share the publishing and rights of use with any other third party, respectively exercise these rights
together with a third party.
To translate the article into a different language.
To represent the author in the case of conducts of infringement of rights, unauthorized usage or
violation of copyrights.
To exercise all those rights that any third party is entitled to according to the license terms “CC BY”
indicated above.

The articles published in the framework of the EISZ Read and Publish Agreement (see below) are covered by the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. That is, their use is allowed also for commercial
purposes.
Above license information is also available through Sherpa Romeo.
AUTHOR CHARGES
Authors need not pay any charge.
For more information on Akadémiai Kiadó’s Open Access policy visit our website.

ETHICAL STATEMENT
HERJ and Akadémiai Kiadó are committed to the ethical practices in science publishing and therefore follow the
COPE Code of Conduct for Journal Editors as well as the Code of Conduct for Journal Publishers.
Submissions must be based on research that had been conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki
and according to all applicable local and international standards. All authors are expected to be aware and follow
the Ethical Guide of Akadémiai Kiadó, conform to the highest standards of ethical conduct in the submission of
accurate data, acknowledging the work of others, and divulging potential conflicts of interests.
Authors are requested to make an Ethics declaration when submitting their manuscript, and include a disclosure
of any actual or potential conflict of interest or the lack thereof, as specified in the HERJ Article Template
available at the journals site on the publisher’s platform.
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PROOF
Online page proofs for checking are requested to be returned within 48 hours from receipt. Please note that
authors are urged to check their proofs carefully before submitting corrections, since late corrections cannot be
guaranteed for inclusion and post-publication corrections are only possible in an erratum. Corrections to the
proofs must be restricted to existing errors. Rewriting the text or modifying authorship is not accepted in the
proof stage.

PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPT
Manuscripts must be in English and clearly and concisely written. The submission file must be in OpenOffice,
Microsoft Word, or RTF document file format. The text must adhere to the stylistic and bibliographic
requirements outlined in the Article / Book Review Template available at the journals site on the publisher’s
platform.

